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Abstract. This paper examines content-based recommendation in domains exhibiting sequential topical structure. An example is educational
video, including Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) in which knowledge builds within and across courses. Conventional content-based or
collaborative filtering recommendation methods do not exploit courses’
sequential nature. We describe a system for video recommendation that
combines topic-based video representation with sequential pattern mining of inter-topic relationships. Unsupervised topic modeling provides a
scalable and domain-independent representation. We mine inter-topic relationships from manually constructed syllabi that instructors provide to
guide students through their courses. This approach also allows the inclusion of multi-video sequences among the recommendation results. Integrating the resulting sequential information with content-level similarity
provides relevant as well as diversified recommendations. Quantitative
evaluation indicates that the proposed system, SeqSense, recommends
fewer redundant videos than baseline methods, and instead emphasizes
results consistent with mined topic transitions.
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Introduction

The explosive growth of expository content in the modern video sharing era is
well documented. This content ranges from one-off how-to videos to professionally produced, multi-course certification programs. One prominent example is
the Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) videos distributed on platforms such
as Coursera, edX, and Udacity.
A course may consist of 30-90 videos each targeting specific learning objectives. The videos are sequenced by the instructor in a syllabus to facilitate
students’ comprehension. Syllabi are frequently partitioned hierarchically into
sections containing subsets of videos covering closely related concepts. The syllabi thus encode sequential relationships between specific videos. Because the
videos themselves are often short and topically coherent, the syllabus also reflects inter-topic sequential relationships.
However, the syllabus remains a prescribed “one size fits all” approach. Its
inability to accommodate the diversity of learner profiles is cited as a factor

contributing to low MOOC student retention rates [1], [2], [3]. One approach to
this challenge is to aggregate content across related courses available on multiple platforms and use recommendation to enable users to flexibly navigate the
expanded collection of videos. Recommendations drawn from multiple courses
can provide additional perspectives on concepts of interest.
Recently, MOOC providers have recognized that their consumers include
many professionals or“lifelong learners” who are no longer students [4]. These
learners often consume online videos to achieve professional and career growth
rather than complete a certification or degree program [5].
In our view, these learners will require more flexible access to a broader range
of content. We hypothesize that these users will seek finer grained information
closer to the individual video level than the course level. As well, we believe
these users will benefit from the ability to choose among a set of related content
across multiple courses to best address their information needs.
We propose recommendation methods that aim to better support this broader
set of users, and first aggregate data from various MOOC platforms. We build
a common topic-based representation of the course content based on text transcripts. Next, we identify sequential relationships between videos’ topics across
the corpus. For this, we use the most prominent topics detected per video and
the (partial) ordering of videos in the syllabi as input to a sequence mining module. The output is two sets of significant inter-topic transitions observed in the
course syllabi. Finally, we re-rank recommendations generated by a traditional
text processing pipeline using the sequential information. Our experiments show
the resulting recommendations originate from a more diverse set of courses, and
also better reflect inter-topic orderings in the course syllabi.
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Related work

This approach builds on two areas of related work. The first is topic modeling
of text document collections. Other works have used Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [6] for video recommendation, including [7]. In social media applications,
temporal variants of LDA have been proposed such as Wang et al. [8]. On-line
LDA [9] proceeds by working with a partitioned corpus. However, application of
these methods require a global ordering across the corpus such as time. There
is no natural sequencing of content across independently created courses that
are organized conceptually. Seeded LDA [10] has shown promise in applications
with educational data, but requires data labeling. [11] is a system for educational
video aggregation which focused on improved access to content by searching text
displayed within videos, but did consider sequential relationships between videos.
Similarly, many applications of sequence mining are distinct from video recommendation. Kinnebrew et al. [12] studies sequence mining approaches to modeling student behavior, but this is not focused on modeling instructional content.
[13] argues that topic mining alone is insufficient for linking web videos to supplement digital textbooks. We augment course data with corresponding syllabi.
More recently, [14] studied the role of topic sequencing in student performance in

the context of a tutoring system. Their analysis indicates that the topic sequencing can critically impact student performance. Thus, the sequential organization
of topics by experts within course syllabi may provide valuable information for
improving recommendation. [15] facilitates information discovery in educational
hypermedia systems by applying sequential pattern mining to user logs, but not
the content. The system of [16] enables content adaptation based on user modeling within a single course. Incorporating user modeling is an important direction
in which we plan to extend the work presented here.
We combine established topic modeling and sequential pattern mining methods for educational content recommendation. Sequence learning can be achieved
with several methods including Markov models, recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
and sequential pattern mining (SPM). We select sequential pattern mining here
as it typically requires less parameter tuning or training data [17]. We apply
the Top-K sequential pattern mining (TKS) [18] and the Top-K non-redundant
sequential rules (TNS) algorithms [19] to discover important sequential rules
within our syllabus database. The discovered rules indicate which specific course
topics exhibit sequential relationships across our collected courses.
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System description

We integrate automatically mined inter-topic relationships into a conventional
content-based recommendation engine using re-ranking. The data flow appears
in Figure 1. Pre-processing is illustrated above the dashed line. These steps are
performed off-line and updated when the corpus changes. The lower portion
shows processing at recommendation time.

Fig. 1. Data flow. Offline pre-processing is depicted above the dashed line. Processing
at recommendation time appears below it.

3.1

Data pre-processing

We assemble content from a number of courses, including videos, available text
transcripts, and other meta-data. The courses are designed from varied perspectives by each instructor. Generating recommendations across the breadth
of content requires a common data representation. Useful visual attributes such
as whether the format is a classroom lecture, khan-academy style electronic
ink, or Coursera style slide-based videos, etc. are largely captured by associated
meta-data. Most platforms provide semantically rich closed caption transcripts
enabling the identification of videos’ prominent topics.
Explicit topics within videos are difficult to align across courses due to differences in vocabulary and the contexts in which material is presented. Also,
any manual mapping is not scalable or generalizable to alternate domains. We
thus discover latent topics present across the collection using LDA [6], an established unsupervised topic modeling method. In the LDA model, each document
is generated by a mixture of a low dimensional set of topics. We estimate the appropriate number of topics [20] for the corpus and perform visualization to verify
topic quality [21]. Each video is modeled by its distribution over the discrete set
of Z latent topics with Z = 30 throughout.
3.2

Sequential pattern mining

Sequential pattern mining (SPM) algorithms identify prominent subsequences
within a sequence database [22]. Our database contains sets of topics corresponding to each video and the partial orderings derived from each course syllabus.
Detected subsequences are associated with support measures indicating their
prevalence within the database.
Our aim is to use the currently watched video to recommend videos covering
concepts users are likely to watch next. However, frequent topic subsequence
detection alone is not sufficient for prediction. Sequential rule mining addresses
prediction by discovering rules of the form X ⇒ Y , where X and Y are two
sets of topics. X ⇒ Y denotes the rule “topic(s) Y appear in the sequence
after topic(s) X”. Intuitively, the support of frequent patterns corresponds to
the marginal probability of the subsequence, whereas sequential rules have corresponding confidence measures analogous to conditional probabilities P (Y |X).
For additional details see [19].
Denote the topic signature of the ith video by Vi = {k : P (i) (zk ) ≥ 0.1}
which is the discrete set of topic indices weighted at least 0.1 in the video’s topic
distribution. We construct an ordered sequence of video topic signatures according to each course’s syllabus. These sequences are aggregated into a sequence
database. Course syllabi often employ a hierarchical structure in which related
videos are grouped into course sections. Both the sections and the videos within
a section are ordered. In syllabi with multiple hierarchical levels, we use the level
immediately above individual videos for section grouping.
The Top-K non-redundant sequential patterns (TNS) algorithm [19] detects
sequential rules that reflect global analysis of inter-topic transitions. TNS eliminates rules that are deemed “redundant” (rules that are implied by other rules

having the same support and confidence) to capture more varied sequences and
automatically fine-tunes the minimum support parameter.
Some topic sets observed in our videos are relatively infrequent and will be
overlooked in the global analysis. The Top-K sequential pattern mining (TKS)
algorithm [18] finds sequential patterns within a given minimum and maximum
length such that a set of items must appear within a defined allowed gap. For local
analysis, we collect the sequences that include each video’s signature. We apply
TKS with the constraint that each video’s topic set appears within a distance of
3 to 6 in the sequence. We then apply TNS algorithm on these derived sequences
to find significant sequential rules within this local data subset. By this design,
each video’s topic signature is described by sequential rules in the local analysis.
Each sequential rule in the local analysis has a corresponding confidence score.
This application of sequential pattern mining produces sets of prominent topic
transitions describing the sequence database both globally and locally.
3.3

Recommendation

In the scenario of interest, a user watches a video which comprises the query to
the system. The first step depicted below the dotted line in Figure 1 is to issue the query against our baseline content-based recommendation system. This
currently uses standard tf/idf vectorspace retrieval [23] based on the video transcripts with ranking according to cosine similarity. The initial results emphasize
videos with similar content. These videos are appropriate in cases when users
wish to augment their understanding of a topic. However, when users are ready
to advance to related topics, topic-transition knowledge can enhance recommendation. Denote the latent topic distribution of the video with index r by P (r) .
We have examined a variety of scoring criteria detailed below:
Topic similarity score (TS): The signatures of the query video Vq , and recommended video Vr , are matched in terms of overlap and probability values.
The TS score combines the Jaccard similarity between the signatures, and the
number of probabilities for common topics that are within a threshold difference
of 0.2.
SimTS (Vq , Vr ) = Jaccard(Vq , Vr ) +
Z

1 X  (q)
δ |P (z) − P (r) (z)| ≤ 0.2 .
Z z=1

(1)

Global sequence score (GS): We retrieve N support and confidence score
values, {(sn , cn )} from the mined global sequential patterns with antecedent values matching Vq and consequent values matching subsets of Vr . The GS score
is
N
sn
yn
1 X
SimGS (Vq , Vr ) =
cn
+
.
(2)
N n=0 |Vr | DG
DG is the total number of global sequences, and yn is the length of the matched
subset of Vr . This score emphasizes results consistent with topic transitions
mined in the global analysis of the corpus.

Local sequence score (LS): We retrieve M additional support and confidence
score values from mined local sequential patterns with antecedent matching a
subset of Vq and consequent matching a subset of Vr . The LS score is
SimLS (Vq , Vr ) =

M
ym
sm
1 X
cm
+
.
M m=0 |Vr | Dq

(3)

Dq is total number of mined local sequences with antecedent matching any subset
of Vq , and ym is the length of the matched subset of Vr . The LS score preferentially weights results with topics that appear in close proximity in the sequence
database to the specific topics in Vq . We apply feature scaling to bring all scores
into the range [0, 1] before linearly fusing the scores with uniform weights in the
experiments.
3.4

Sub-sequence recommendations

Most recommendation systems generate lists of highly ranked results. For MOOC
data, it is useful to consider the context of videos (i.e., adjacent videos in the
syllabus). We observe that many of the top recommendation results are in close
proximity within their original course sequences. We thus generate sub-sequence
results with videos in sequential order subject to constraints including total
subsequence duration, proximity in the original sequence (allowable gaps), and
sequence length. We consider the top 20 results and group videos by their original
courses and sort these videos based on their sequence lengths. We generate subsequences of length 2-3 from any sequences longer than 4. The sub-sequences are
ordered according to their course syllabus. The sub-sequence similarity score is
the per-video average of the constituent similarity scores. Finally, we filter the
results to retain only the highest scoring subsequence from each course.

4
4.1

Evaluation
Data

We report pilot experiments using a pilot corpus of five MOOCs related to
machine learning, as shown in Table 1. We performed LDA with Z = 30 latent
dimensions to represent the content. For sequence analysis, the parameter K =
8, 000 for TNS on the pilot database with a minimum confidence value of 10%.
TNS on the 53 sequence pilot database generated 62,688 maximum sequential
pattern candidates with minimum support of 2 from which we retain the top
8,000 rules. For the local rules, the number of latent topics associated with each
video signature is much smaller (avg. 3.27), and we thus set K = 100 to avoid
extraneous patterns.
Additionally, we extend the experiments to a larger corpus with 4,186 videos
from 42 courses from additional MOOC platforms including edX and Udacity.
When TNS is run on the full database with 537 sequences, it generated 237,846

Table 1. Five MOOC courses on various aspects of machine learning comprising the
pilot experimental corpus.
MOOC Title
Videos Sections
Machine Learning
112
41
Neural Nets for Machine Learning
78
16
Machine Learning With Big Data
28
14
Machine Learning: Regression
120
44
Machine Learning Foundations
117
35
Total
455
150

maximum sequential pattern candidates with minimum support of 20% from
which we retain the top 8,000 rules. For local rules, the number of latent topics
associated with each video signature is on average 4.1, and we again set K = 100.
4.2

Metrics

We validate the recommendation system in the absence of user evaluation by
contrasting its recommendations with those produced by a conventional textbased pipeline. We employ several measures of the topical characteristics of the
highest ranked recommendations, and also use of the original syllabus containing
the query video. We denote the video index that follows the query with index q
in its original syllabus by the index q nxt.
Matching topics: indicates the average number of the top ten results with
signatures Vr overlapping with Vq or Vq nxt . Ideally, we want the recommendation
to be relevant to both the query video and the next video to smoothly traverse
through related content. Vectorspace retrieval provides more granular, wordbased similarity while LDA can provide topic similarity.
Coverage of topics: indicates the average number of topics from Vq appearing
in at least one of the top ten results. Here, we assume that the topics that appear
in the sequel video, but not in the query video are desirable for recommendation.
We denote this topic set Vq nxt d = Vq nxt \Vq to assess how much any conceptual
gap between Vq and Vq nxt can be bridged by recommended videos.
Novelty within section: measures the redundancy of recommendations between query videos belonging to the same section in a syllabus. We believe that
emphasizing topic transitions in our ranking can account for finer grained differences between related queries. Our intuition is that as users move through
proximate videos in a course syllabus, generated recommendations that include
the same results repeatedly limit users’ ability to expand their understanding.
Diversity of courses: provides statistics on the average number of distinct
courses from which the top ten recommendations originate. We assume that different courses are prepared with different objectives, viewpoints, and constraints
(e.g. experience, time). Thus, recommendations spanning different sources can
provide a more flexible user experience. Overall, these metrics enable comparing
the proposed system incorporating sequential information with the content-based
recommender in terms of relevance, redundancy, and source diversity.

Table 2. Summary comparing several system variants in terms of Matching, Coverage,
Diversity and Novelty as described in Section 4.2.

Matching
Ranking
Vq Vq nxt
CB
7
7
GS
7
7
LS
8
8
GS + LS
8
8
8
TS + GS + LS 9

Pilot Results
Coverage
Diversity
Vq Vq nxt Vq nxt d
0.6 0.6
0.5
1
0.6 0.6
0.5
2
0.6 0.6
0.4
2
0.6 0.6
0.4
2
0.7 0.6
0.5
2

Complete Results
Matching
Coverage
Ranking
Diversity
Vq Vq nxt Vq Vq nxt Vq nxt d
CB
9
9
0.6 0.7
0.4
1
GS
10
9
0.7 0.7
0.4
2
9
9
0.5 0.5
0.2
2
LS
GS + LS
9
9
0.5 0.6
0.3
2
TS + GS + LS 10
9
0.8 0.7
0.4
2

4.3

Novelty
4
9
8
9
9

Novelty
7
9
8
9
9

Quantitative Results

The experiments compare content-based (CB) recommendations to variants of
our system which use re-ranking functions described in Section 3. Results from
the pilot dataset appear in the upper portion of Table 2 and the bottom portion
shows results for the complete dataset. The CB recommendations concentrate
within the query video’s course based on the distinctiveness of each instructor’s
word usage. Using CB on the pilot dataset we found that the first recommendation from any different course appears on average at rank position twelve on
average. To provide more diverse recommendations, we filter out results from
the same course as Vq for this evaluation and assess the the ability of CB and
the proposed methods to direct users to related content from other courses.
Table 2 shows that the matching and coverage measures for all methods are
comparable with some differences between the pilot dataset and the complete
dataset. GS and LS perform similarly in the pilot study, but with the extended
dataset, GS outperforms LS. In terms of the diversity and novelty measures,
the integration of sequence mining shows a clear impact for both datasets. The
novelty measure examines recommendation results within sections of the courses.
Using the CB baseline on the pilot dataset, the sets of the top ten results for
videos within a section produced an average overlap of 6 (stdev=3.7) or novelty
of 4. Using the sequence based scoring functions GS and LS, the average overlap
for the recommendations was 1 (stdev=3.8) as in Table 2. Using the complete
dataset, the CB recommender produces an average overlap of 3 (stdev=3.9)
compared to sequence based scoring (TS + GS + LS) with the average overlap for
the recommendations 1 (stdev=3.0) or novelty of 9. Thus, the proposed approach

Table 3. Example recommendation results comparing CB (left) and GS + LS (right).
The query video is “Unsupervised learning introduction” with Vq = [4 15 16 21] and
sequel video “k-means algorithm” with Vq nxt = [7 9 15 21].
CB
rank video title
Vr
1 clustering documents an un- [2 10 15 22 ]
supervised learning task
2 k means a clustering algo- [15 21 22 ]
rithm
3 other examples of clustering [15 21 22 28]
4
5

GS + LS
video title
Vr
spark mllib cluster[9 21 22]
ing
the k-means cluster- [9 13 15 17 21 ]
ing algorithm
spark mllib frequent
[0 9 21]
item associated sets
from weighted k-nn to kernel [2 13 21 22 ] loading
exploring
[16 21 22 ]
regression
wikipedia data
weighted k nearest neigh- [2 15 22 ] unsupervised learn- [9 10 15 21]
bors
ing with clustering

uses the sequential relationships to provide more diverse recommendations while
preserving essential similarity to the query.
4.4

Example Results

Table 3 compares recommendation results using the pilot dataset from CB with
those from GS+LS for the example query video “Unsupervised learning introduction” with Vq = [4 15 16 21] from the “Machine Learning” MOOC. The sequel
video in the syllabus is “k-means algorithm” with Vq nxt = [7 9 15 21]. CB provides two recommendations (ranks 4 and 5) unrelated to unsupervised learning.
The re-ranked results span varied aspects (e.g., algorithms, tools, applications)
of unsupervised learning from more courses. Also, GS+LS shows greater topic
matching and coverage between the query, sequel, and recommended videos.
We also use multidimensional scaling (MDS) to further examine our recommendations. MDS [24] is a standard dimension reduction technique that uses
proximity to communicate similarity in an abstract low dimensional space. We
use it here to visualize the relationships between recommended results. We use
the TS+GS+LS similarity scores between the query video, the top ten recommendations, and the adjacent (previous and next) videos to the query from its
course syllabus. We convert these to dissimilarity values by negation. MDS takes
this set of dissimilarities and returns a layout of points corresponding to each
data instance such that the distances between the points spatially reflect the
videos’ pairwise relationships.
Figure 2 shows example MDS layouts of recommendation results for the query
video for lecture 77 in the 112 video course titled “Machine learning”. The query
title is “K means algorithm.” The color code indicates the different courses from
which the individual videos originate. Arrows connect lectures according to the
course syllabus of the query. We include the neighboring videos in the syllabus

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. MDS visualizations of recommendations using CB scores in panel (a),
TS+GS+LS scores in panel (b) and sub-sequence recommendations based on
TS+GS+LS scores in panel (c). Each circle represents a video labeled with its lecture sequence number. Circles with the same color indicate videos in the same course.

(i.e., lectures 76 “Unsupervised learning introduction” and 78 “Optimization
objective”).
Panel (a) shows the MDS visualization of the CB recommendations, and the
videos from the query’s course are closely clustered. The recommended videos
are also clustered but the layout doesn’t readily reveal any relationship between
the recommendations and the query or its neighbors. Panel (b) shows the MDS
layout using TS+GS+LS scores. The layout suggests stronger relationships between the recommendations and the query context. Specifically, various recommendations show more relative similarity to the previous, query, or subsequent
videos. This context is not evident in the layout of the CB recommendations.
This visualization suggests the various recommendations can address a broader
range of user information needs. Panel (c) shows the MDS layout of the subsequence recommendations using TS+GS+LS scores. Also, when we convert the
recommendation list to the sub-sequences it is interesting to observe that subsequence with lecture ids [49, 50: “Estimating parameters from soft assignment”,
51] is rated highest in Panel (b). Both that sub-sequence and the sub-sequence
[29: “Hope for unsupervised learning” , 30: “the K means algorithm”, 31: “k
means as coordinate”] generated from CB recommendations are from the course
“Machine learning clustering and retrieval”. The CB results represents the preliminary part of the course whereas the TS+GS+LS sub-sequence occurs later
in that course and is more relevant to the discussion of clustering in the query
video from the course “Machine learning”. Considering sub-sequences provides
flexibility in navigating the recommendations and can use more complete context
across multiple adjacent videos.

5

Conclusion

We presented a recommendation system, SeqSense, that exploits sequential relationships between topics. These inter-topic relations occur commonly in educational content as well as corpora documenting structured, ordered processes.
Our initial experiments indicate SeqSense makes fewer redundant recommendations than a conventional content-based method. Instead, recommendations
reflect topic transitions observed in course syllabi created by the instructors.
This provides a natural means by which users can explore collections of related
videos originating from independent, often siloed, content platforms. Recommendations optionally include short sub-sequences of videos to more completely
convey content beyond video-to-video level recommendation. The use of a global
topic model and sequence-based recommendation can enhance the learning experience by allowing users to more flexibly navigate videos across independent
siloed platforms while avoiding redundant conceptual content.
While collaborative filtering based recommendation systems process user behavioral data to drive recommendation, many scenarios like education may not
readily share user data outside their institutions. However, user logs or models
remain a powerful complementary source of information to improve the proposed
system. More generally, the query can be expanded to integrate viewing history
information, facets based on meta-data, or extracted keyphrases [25]. Beyond
incorporating auxiliary data, our future work continues on several fronts. We
are designing an interface to enable users to playback content and explore our
corpus via recommendation and so that we can perform a more complete study
of the system’s utility. This work will also involve further visualization of recommendation results to facilitate flexible exploration and navigation in the larger
corpus.
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